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**Color Atlas of Dermatology**


Color Atlas of Dermatology is not only a pocket atlas but also a book with data needed to get information on most important dermatologic diseases and offering an opportunity to refresh quickly the knowledge in dermatology.

The book is structured as a combination of text on the left pages of the book and illustrations on the right side. The text brings essential information on diseases needed in daily practice and supported by color plates, which are a combination of clinical pictures and different schematic illustrations, which help understand different pathophysiological events, therapeutic options and procedures much easier.

The book begins with basic principles including the structure, biochemistry, physiology and immunology of the skin. This part is followed by diagnostic procedures including in vitro allergologic diagnosis, histopathologic and immunofluorescence principles as well as allergologic tests and imaging procedures.

In the next part, different therapeutics are described including topicals, systemic drugs as well as physical modes of therapy and operative dermatology.

In the fifth part, different, most common dermatologic diseases are described. This part starts with dermatology examination, followed by description of different diseases grouped as follows: inflammatory disease of the epidermis, inflammatory diseases of the dermoepidermal junction, inflammatory diseases of the dermis, inflammatory diseases of subcutaneous fat, genetic diseases of the connective tissue, genetic diseases of the epidermis, tumors of the epidermis, tumors of the dermis and subcutis, hematopoietic tumors, diseases of the vascular system, diseases of adnexal structures, cutaneous signs of systemic diseases, skin diseases in different stages of life, adverse drug reactions, genodermatoses, psychocutaneous diseases, viral, bacterial, fungal and parasitic diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, and environmental diseases.

This book is very useful for students, residents as well as for practicing dermatologists because it brings most practical and comprehensive information. Instructive color plates are invaluable aid in visualizing different aspects and causes of diseases as well as explaining the mode of action of different therapy modalities, all this with the goal to make correct diagnosis and help our patients with appropriate therapy.
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